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Introduction

In fall 2021, the social media app Tik Tok erupted with public reactions when a man posted a video asking (straight) women to explain how sex feels for them. Women’s responses came flooding in:

“You know when you do a group project, but in order to finish, you end up doing all the work yourself? Kind of like that…” (becki_w_the_good_hair).

“Like you're waiting for the beat drop but it never happens,” (caseyorellana02).

“When someone is scratching your back and misses the part that is actually itchy,” (addison.lucie).

“It’s like when you and your partner get a 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle with good intentions, but you know they're never gonna actually sit that long with you to finish it,” (bricstr).

“It's like when you're telling a story and someone cuts in and talks over you and you don't get to finish your story,” (420ismydinnertime).

“When you're craving your favorite food all day you had in the fridge, only to find out someone else finished it, leaving you nothing,” (gigineveah).

“When you see your server with food, but then he walks to a different table,” (rainepd).

“When you waited 45 minutes for the DVD logo to hit the corner of the screen and it hits the side,” (kaleidohope99). ¹

These women used ordinary everyday experiences to express their experiences of lack of reciprocity, selfishness, men’s lack of knowledge, and their disappointment when having sex with men. These women were discussing the problem of sexual inequality in heterosexual sex.

When sex is consensual, reciprocal, and affectionate, it is pivotal to relationship satisfaction and well-being. However, this ideal scenario is rarely achieved. Instead, sexual inequality is the reality. Sexual inequality is the interrelated devaluation of women’s sexual pleasure and men’s sexual entitlement. Sexual inequality is a form of gender inequality, denying women of their dignity and agency as whole human beings through sexual objectification.

In this paper, I will reveal the problem of sexual inequality through social expectations to follow the heterosexual sex script, the misogynist colloquial definition of sex, the pleasure gap, and the comparatively low frequency of cunnilingus. Sexual inequality is social inequality and is, therefore, a political problem. For heterosexuals, sex is entirely based on gender differences. Therefore, in sexual experiences, how an individual understands their gender influences the way they behave during sex. This leads to women’s internalization of sexual inequality and consequential objectification of women. I will discuss two specific forms of objection: the stigma against women’s vulvas and social sexual coercion. After bringing clarity to the problem of sexual inequality, I will explain the alternative, sexual equity, the equal prioritization of women and men’s pleasure. Equitable sex is a challenging but urgent prerogative. While individuals

---


need to practice equitable sex, we cannot expect people to develop a passion for this alone. The government owes us comprehensive sex education that illuminates sexual inequality and teaches the behaviors that lead to equitable sex.

Analysis of sexual inequality is pertinent. There is a national sentiment that “sexism is no longer a societal problem [but] gender inequity and sexist attitudes toward women persist, even among younger generations of adults.” While there have been major improvements in men’s participation in family life and women’s participation in the workforce in the past five decades, the United States has not reached gender equality. The U.S. Census Bureau reported that in 2019, women made 82 cents compared to every dollar men earned with the problem only worsening amid the COVID-19 pandemic. There is also a clear gender difference in career placement. Women largely fill jobs characterized as, “people-oriented and thus non-STEM fields,” which have drastically lower incomes. Even as women begin to enter male-dominated fields, women rarely hold high-ranking positions. In 2020, women held only 7.4% of the board of directors’ seats for Fortune 500 companies in the United States. While workplace equity efforts struggle to progress, social equity lags far behind the workplace.

---


The battle for gender equity focuses on economics and political power. These are necessary pursuits in which success is tangible and solutions are feasible. However, after over a century of efforts, progress is dwindling, because social equality, the root of the problem, is not the focus. Gender studies scholar Julia Wood describes the current dilemma of social gender inequality in the United States:

“Patriarchy persists not so much as a matter of laws but as ensconced beliefs and everyday practices that continue to maintain that men are more powerful than women; women should defer to and please men; caring for others, including men, is a primary responsibility for women… This is practical day-to-day patriarchy, which is a system that is collaboratively constructed and sustained by individuals as they act and interact in their relationships”.

Sexual inequality and social gender inequality are one and the same. There are political dimensions to private life and these dimensions shape power dynamics in intimate personal relationships and experiences. Patriarchal domination is both personal and political. Heteronormativity is the backbone of our society. Male domination pervades all aspects of personal life, dictating intimate relations between individuals, without their conscious awareness of their gendered actions, to the extent that self-aware individuals disagree with the values that

---

their actions reflect. Feminism demands that women’s negotiations of their sexual lives are examined in order to understand gender power dynamics in the greater social sphere.

Achieving sexual equality will rid society of the predominant performance of gender roles, therefore diminishing social inequality in the broader sphere. A 2012 study exemplifies the relationship between sexual agency and social agency, finding that “Women who received oral sex felt more agentic, assertive, skillful, and gratified than those who did not receive oral sex.”

Improving sexual equality improves social equality. There is no equality until there is equality in all aspects of life, and equality in sex is not a current battle. This paper intends to spark the battle for sexual equity.

Definitions and Disclosure

In this paper, I use the term heterosexual sex to mean sex between a woman and a man. I recognize that this term can be exclusive because not everyone who engages in “heterosexual sex” identifies as heterosexual. While there are terms in academia to describe women who have sex with both women and men (WSWM), I did not find any terms to discuss sexual experiences that involve a woman and a man, without declaring sexuality onto those individuals. Therefore, while this paper focuses on heterosexual sex, these themes can be applied to queer relationships as well. In fact, same-sex couples frequently perform heterosexual roles of top or bottom during

---

anal intercourse, and this will be discussed in the following section. Sexual inequality in HS sex is a starting point to understanding the complexities of same-sex sexual inequality, which I believe is related to engrained heteronormativity in U.S. culture.

The definition of sex is disputed, but this paper applies a feminist definition. In this paper, sex refers to any physical, verbal, or visual erotic stimulation that is intended to arouse someone. This definition is intentionally broad in order to include all the ways in which people experience pleasure. To exclude behaviors in any of these categories would delegitimize sexual experiences. The common colloquial definition of sex refers solely to vaginal intercourse. This definition is rooted in misogyny and is discussed in the following section.

I use the terms “sexual act” and “sexual experience” with specific intentions. I say “sexual act” to refer to a specific activity that stimulates arousal, like one person using a specific part of their body to touch another person’s genitals. The purpose of using the term “sexual act” is that each person enjoys some acts and does not enjoy others, and enjoyment can differ based on the context of the act. I say “sexual experience” to refer to an arousing event with a start and finish, in which, many acts may occur during the experience. The purpose is to be able to talk about both broad individual acts that may or may not feel good, and an entire experience that may holistically be good or bad, based on the many acts that occur.

I want to acknowledge that rape is a sexual experience that one in five women experience in their lifetimes. Rape is an extremely important aspect of sexual inequality in that the reasons,

---

methods, and contexts of sexual assault are rooted in misogyny. However, this paper focuses on seemingly consensual sex that people do not automatically view as problematic. The complexities of rape are important, but too big a topic to include in this paper.

For the rest of this paper, I will use the abbreviation “HS” for the word heterosexual. Further, when I say “HS sex”, I mean heterosexual sex within heterosexual dating and hook-up relationships in the urban U.S. in the 21st century. There are many subcultures within the urban United States, and I would like to disclose that while there are diverse communities represented in the data I use, the story is largely from young, white, straight cis-women. The data is also largely using samples of college students, and college students are still developing their sexual identities and learning what feels good for them. This is a drastically different story than those of middle-aged adults in different cultures. In the conclusion, I point to directions for further research that would address these excluded groups.

I specifically focus on sexual inequality in HS sex because of my experiences with men, and because there is abundant data on heterosexual sex. I have always lived in urban areas of the United States and I have experienced and seen sexual inequality in my own relationships with men and through my friends’ stories. These experiences lived and heard, showed me that something unfair is happening. People know that there is a problem and they relate when they hear others talk about it. But we only talk about it in small groups of other women. These experiences are representative of a greater community problem, and I want all people to see it this way so that sexual inequality can stop happening, and in the hope that sexual equity can be achieved.

---

Inequalities in HS Sex

Sex occurs in many contexts, but sex is ultimately rooted in the theoretical context of a romantic relationship. Hookups are a common experience of sex, and though there is no intention of a romantic relationship, societal rules about dating apply to hook-up culture as well. Therefore, the basics of HS dating inequality must be clear in order to understand inequality in HS sex of relationships and hookups.

Dramaturgical Sociology explains the intimate dynamics between heterosexual individuals. Erving Goffman’s Dramaturgical Sociology says that in everyday lives, people are like actors performing social scripts and playing roles for an audience of peers. Therefore, dating and sexual interactions cannot be understood merely as individuals’ choices, because people are subject to sociocultural forces that pressure us to conform to socially acceptable behaviors. The HS dating script is as follows: women can signal interest in a man, but men are the date initiators and women are reactors, accepting or rejecting men’s offers every step of the way. Only men are allowed to initiate their romantic desires, so women do not have a space to express their romantic needs and wants, and can only react to what a man wants. The HS dating script includes that men are the ones to initiate kissing or sex at the end of a date. Women do not have active agency in deciding whether a date leads to sex. Women can only passively react to men’s desires in dating.

The HS dating script is marked by chivalry, which maintains a hierarchy that socially subordinates women. Chivalry is not an act of respect for women, rather it assumes that women are weak and dependent on strong men. HS dating is fundamentally unequal. Since sex is performed as an extension of romantic relationships, the sexist ideals of dating carry over to HS sex. Sexual inequality manifests in different ways than dating inequality, but lack of agency for women remains a theme.

The HS sex script is equally prevalent. Men are expected to be hypersexual beings who always want sex. A double standard is imposed on women, in which women are expected to be chaste and innocent at first, but with the slightest sexual initiation, women are expected to become hypersexual beings, desperate for a man’s penis. In the HS sex script, at the end of a date, the man initiates the sexual experience through kissing and or groping of the woman. A woman can either accept or reject the advances, but a good girlfriend says yes sex. Sex begins with foreplay, touching or kissing of each partner’s genitals, followed by vaginal intercourse, during which the man comes, and then the sexual experience ends. Sexual health author Laurie Mintz notes that

“In this traditional script, the man is responsible for the woman’s orgasm and he ‘gives’ her one by lasting long and thrusting hard. The woman’s role is to protect

the man’s ego by pretending to orgasm that way instead of having an orgasm for real.”

For women, the expectation is to please men by being sexually giving through manual, oral, and penetrative sex, minimizing their own desires and molding their behavior to fit men’s fantasies. In engaging in vaginal intercourse, blogger Katriana Ciccotto reveals her experience saying,

“I have 10 solid years of experience in faking orgasms. In fact, when I think about it, I must have faked hundreds. It’s likely I’ve faked more orgasms than experienced real ones… and it’s even more likely that my lovers are blissfully unaware of their debt.”

Faking orgasms is crucial to the HS sex script in that men leave the sexual experience satisfied that their penis made a woman feel good.

The HS sex script also extends to masturbation. For men, masturbation is considered unavoidable, natural, and is thus socially tolerated; for women, masturbation is considered disgusting and shameful. Masturbation is a valuable part of sexual health. However, the reversal in value for female masturbation is a component of sexual inequality. Female masturbation is taboo in the urban United States because female masturbation does not fit into the HS sex script that women are not interested in sex until a man can benefit.

---

The HS sex script is ingrained in the heteronormative U.S. culture and influences dynamics between same-sex couples. In male same-sex sex, men assume either a top, bottom, or versatile identity, based on how often the man uses his penis or his anus when engaging in anal sex. Male top and bottom roles are similar to HS sex roles in that the top is the primary receiver of pleasure and the bottom is the primary giver of pleasure, like how in HS sex a man is the primary receiver or pleasure and a woman is the primary giver of pleasure. A study by Moskowitz and Roloff on the construction of top, bottom, and versatile roles identified that masculine men are more likely to be tops\textsuperscript{34} The definition and that a man who perceives his partner to be highly masculine is more likely to be a bottom.\textsuperscript{34} This finding demonstrates that same-sex couples take on HS mirrored gendered roles in which masculinity is related to receiving pleasure. Additionally, the study found that some men bottom with their partners, even though they dislike it.\textsuperscript{35} So, like women, men who are bottoms also experience social pressure to participate in penetrative sex to please their partners.

The relationship between HS sex and same-sex sex assumes that a bottom experiences less pleasure than a top, which is not true in every case. However, there is a trend of one-way prioritization of sexual pleasure, rather than sexual reciprocity. The heteronormative value on the HS sex script impacts male same-sex couples too, leading to sexual inequality for same-sex couples as well. The HS sex script is extremely prevalent in U.S. culture and extends beyond sexuality.

Sex scripts are not followed one hundred percent of the time by one hundred percent of people, but they are the most common course of action. Men initiate sex two-thirds of the time and heterosexual hookups are twice as likely to happen in men’s rooms.\textsuperscript{36} When a woman and a man hookup, a man’s reputation grows and a woman’s reputation suffers.\textsuperscript{37} The HS sex script dictates that sex is about men’s pleasure, and women’s pleasure is only welcome when it is a result of a man’s penis.

As aforementioned, sex is a disputed term. While this paper refers to sex as any physical, verbal, or visual erotic stimulation that is intended to arouse someone,\textsuperscript{38} this does not align with most people’s view of sex. The colloquial definition of sex is just vaginal intercourse.\textsuperscript{39} However, there are many types of sex. Cunnilingus is the stimulation of the female genitals by someone else’s lips or tongue (oral sex received by a woman)\textsuperscript{40} and fellatio is the stimulation of the male genitals by someone else’s lips or tongue (oral sex received by a man).\textsuperscript{41} In a feminist definition of sex, cunnilingus and fellatio are types of sex. However, one study found that only about 27\% of college students consider cunnilingus and fellatio as sex\textsuperscript{42} and low percentages are consistent among similar studies.\textsuperscript{43} Byers, Henderson, and Hobson’s study in 2019 found that

almost one hundred percent of people believe vaginal intercourse is sex, and about ninety percent believe that anal intercourse is sex.44 Sex is popularly defined as a penis penetrating a woman’s body. This definition of sex reflects a view of sex that is rooted in misogyny. Intercourse is a reliable method for men to orgasm, but orgasm during intercourse is a rarity for women.45 The definition of sex as vaginal intercourse excludes women’s orgasms, making sex only about men’s pleasure. Women’s orgasms are enjoyed as a coincidental outcome of sex, but unlike men’s orgasms, they are not essential to a successful experience.

This characterization is a socially ingrained value. In a qualitative study on women’s negotiations of oral and anal sex, women described giving and receiving “oral sex as less intimate, less symbolic of love and commitment, and less mutual than vaginal intercourse”.46 Mutuality and intimacy are likely perceived from vaginal intercourse because it stimulates both a man and a woman’s genitals. However, vaginal stimulation rarely leads to women’s orgasms.

Men do orgasm consistently from vaginal intercourse, and thus, since vaginal sex is an expected activity in sexual experiences, men orgasm most of the time. In one study, ninety-five percent of women said their partner orgasms most or every time, while just fifty-seven percent of women said they orgasm most or every time.47 The difference in frequency of women and men’s orgasms is well studied and referred to as the pleasure gap.48 The pleasure gap is largely due to the focus on vaginal intercourse, which rarely brings women to orgasm. Only about four percent

---

of women orgasm from intercourse alone, and about thirty percent of women orgasm from a combination of vaginal intercourse and clitoral stimulation.\textsuperscript{49} Despite the ineffectiveness of vaginal intercourse on women’s orgasms, the cultural value on vaginal intercourse prevails, leading women to feel inadequate when they do not orgasm during vaginal intercourse, which is most of the time. Vaginal intercourse is the end goal of the HS sex script, even though it does not bring both women and men to orgasms.

Women primarily orgasm from clitoral stimulation, meaning manual or oral sex.\textsuperscript{50} But oral sex is less frequently performed, and neither manual nor oral sex are considered the end goal of a sexual experience. Experiences of oral sex are not equal for women and men. Cunnilingus rarely occurs in HS sex, and when cunnilingus does occur, it is either engaged as foreplay before vaginal intercourse or as reciprocation for fellatio.\textsuperscript{51} Both of these occasions are problematic. When cunnilingus is treated as foreplay, a woman’s orgasm is not the goal, and thus significant time and energy are not spent on the activity. When significant time is spent on cunnilingus, it is frequently as reciprocation for fellatio, making cunnilingus a transactional experience rather than an affectionate experience with enjoyment for both people. Women are emotional laborers, and many enjoy the sexual act of pleasing their partners, which results in passionate thoughtful fellatio, but men rarely share this same devotion.\textsuperscript{52}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
HS women give oral sex much more than they receive it.53 Blogger Amanda Chatel expressed her frustration with a lack of cunnilingus by saying, “My first boyfriend never went down on me. Although he was totally fine with me going down on him, which I did begrudgingly, I never got any oral in return.”54 Women feel overwhelming pressure to perform fellatio, but they do not expect reciprocal cunnilingus from men.55 It is a good thing they do not expect it because they would be let down. One woman in a qualitative study described her lack of expectation for time centered on her pleasure by saying, “I don’t even expect them to go down on me. I don’t really get the luxury of having long encounters so I don’t require [cunnilingus] and I don’t expect it” (46 years of age, white, bisexual woman).56 It is especially interesting that men receive fellatio more than women receive cunnilingus because women and men rate receiving oral sex as equally pleasurable.57 Women’s orgasms are irrationally undervalued, and thus, less frequent.

Cunnilingus is a reliable method for women to orgasm.58 However, cunnilingus is rarely a devoted sexual act in HS sex, and so women are not orgasming as often as men. Sexual acts

that please women occur less frequently, a woman’s orgasm is not the end goal of sex, and thus
women do not expect to orgasm in most sexual experiences. The pleasure gap is a devaluation of
women’s sexual pleasure compared to men’s pleasure. In HS sex, women’s bodies are
objectified since they are used for men to orgasm, but the reverse is rare. Sexual inequality is
social inequality.

Internalization of Sexual Inequality

Sexual inequality comes from the internalized “belief that women should orgasm from
penetrative sex” and “the ideal that a woman’s value comes from pleasing men”. We
internalize this idea through a process called gendered socialization. Gendered socialization is
the process by which we come to understand our lived experiences in relation to our gender.
Sexual experiences in HS sex are one of the primary ways in which we perform gendered
socialization, due to the engrained heteronormative principle that sex is entirely about gender
differences. Therefore, in sexual experiences, how we understand our genders influences how
we view sex and how we behave during sex. Consider blogger Yale Wolf’s explanation of why
she had to be passive in sex, “In my first relationship, at 19, I absolutely could not use my words
to express a desire for sex. It was such a taboo for me. I was a good girl and good girls weren’t
supposed to like sex.” Yale felt that she had to act within certain limits of how women are
supposed to behave during sex. Because society taught Yale that women cannot initiate sex, she
refused to initiate sex, despite her desire to.

---

Gendered socialization is a result of a myriad of sociocultural forces that objectify women, including pop culture and pornography. Heteronormative sex is viciously apparent in advertising. A 2021 study found that half of all print media advertisements portrayed women as sexual objects to grab readers’ attention. Because women are constantly bombarded with images of sexualized women in magazines and movies, women put their focus on being sexually desirable rather than attaining their own sexual desires. Numerous studies identify that media intake predicts sexual acquiescence in women. Pop culture teaches women that their bodies are for men’s spectating and that sex is crucial to attracting a male partner. Women internalize this messaging and engage in sex with male partners in hopes of being good girlfriends. However, in doing so, women are reinforcing the message that women are sexual objects for men to conquer.

Pornography is another major contributor to the objectification of women. For many young men, pornography is their primary source of sex education. These are the first images they see of sex and women’s bodies. Experts on pornography and sexuality, Gail Dines and Robert Jensen, illuminate three main messages that pornography teaches about sex:

1. All women want sex from men
2. Women like all the sexual acts that men perform or demand
3. Any woman who does not first realize her desire for sex can be easily persuaded with some force. Such force is rarely necessary, however, for most of

---

the women in pornography are “nymphomaniacs,” always on the lookout for sexual encounters and hyperorgasmic sex.”

As a result of watching porn, men learn that women enthusiastically want vaginal intercourse, and then women are hyper-aroused by men’s penises. Men learn that women are so pleased by a man’s penis that they will enjoy vaginal intercourse whether or not they originally express interest. This message reinforces the focus on vaginal intercourse during sexual experiences rather than sexual acts that lead women to orgasm and simultaneously promotes men’s access to women’s bodies.

Gendered socialization from porn teaches women that they are supposed to revel in vaginal intercourse and that if they do not, they are abnormal. Sexual health author Laurie Mintz notes that the “most common complaint women bring to sex therapists is the inability to orgasm during intercourse”. Since pornography is focused on sexual acts that bring men pleasure, women are taught that they should be aroused by pleasuring men, not by receiving pleasure. Pornography belittles women’s pleasure and teaches women that men’s access to their bodies should be prioritized over their own comfort and sexual pleasure.

Gendered socialization leads women to internalize sexual inequality, through intake of pop culture and pornography. Internalization of sexual inequality is damaging for women in a multitude of ways. I examine the stigma against women’s vulvas and social sexual coercion as two harmful consequences of women’s internalization of sexual inequality.

---


Society teaches women to be ashamed of their bodies. This is a major component of women’s internalization of sexual inequality. Women face scrutinizing sexist and racist beauty standards in which no woman can succeed because the very standards of beauty pose contradictions, like having large hips and a small waist. Women are constantly bombarded with sexual images of women’s breasts and butts, body parts that arouse men, but never see images of women’s vulvas, the body part that is linked to women’s arousal. There is a cultural stigma against vulvas that leads women to view vulvas as gross, smelly, and unclean. This stigma complicates women’s relationship with cunnilingus. Cunnilingus is a reliable method to reach orgasm for most women when they are in a setting of trust and comfort with their partner. However, since vulvas are viewed as gross, many women are anxious about men being so close to their vulva. Thus, women have difficulty advocating for cunnilingus and consequently, their sexual pleasure. Women have difficulty advocating just for their basic needs. Sexual pleasure is a complicated need, and so it is even harder for women to advocate for this. In a 1996 study, women revealed “…that they would not be comfortable receiving oral sex from a partner unless they had just finished showering/bathing, due to feelings of self-consciousness.

---


about the way they smelled. This interfered with their ability to focus on their own pleasure and led to feelings of anxiety when receiving oral sex was a possibility.”

The stigma against women’s vulvas interferes with women’s ability to receive sexual pleasure, which is already a rare occurrence. One woman expressed her anxiety by saying,

“I was always more inclined to give oral sex than to receive it. I always felt very self-conscious with a guy being that close to my vagina and seeing it that close. I always steer them away into not having to do it to me” (36 years of age, white, heterosexual woman).

Women’s pleasure is already undervalued in sexual encounters, and women’s insecurities about their vulvas make it more difficult to advocate for and accept cunnilingus from male partners.

Women internalize the idea that women’s vulvas are gross, making cunnilingus a burden on male sexual partners. Not only do women feel like their sexual pleasure is less important, but women feel like their own sexual pleasure risks turning off male partners. Internalization of the stigma against women’s vulvas gives women anxiety about cunnilingus, contributing to the pleasure gap, and thus, sexual inequality.

Internalization of sexual inequality also contributes to the complex problem of social sexual coercion. Regardless of direct pressure from male partners, societal standards for women socially coerce women into engaging in sex when they are not interested. For instance, women


are four more times likely than men to engage in anal sex despite disliking it.75 A Swedish study found that pain during vaginal intercourse is highly prevalent in young women, yet almost half of women experiencing pain continue to have sex because women prioritize men’s pleasure, not only over their own pleasure, but over their pain as well.76 Discomfort and pain are viewed as normal aspects of sex to women that women often do not realize that there are alternative methods and alternative sexual acts that can allow for painless, enjoyable sex.

Women engage in unwanted sex because women internalize the belief that a primary quality of being a good wife, good girlfriend, or good sexual partner is frequent, passionate engagement in sex.77 This comes from a culture that expects women to provide male partners access to their bodies and emotional labor by devoting themselves to men’s sexual pleasures and fantasies.78 Access to women’s bodies is not enough to satisfy this ideal, women must act as though they enjoy pleasing men. This leads women to fake orgasms despite lack of interest and even pain.79

Women’s internalization of sexual inequality leads them to have sex more often and in more scenarios than they want. This social pressure can lead to sexual assault. One woman shared her story with Take Back the Night. She explained,

---


“It was my second summer as a camp counselor and I had a crush on a guy that I was working with. We would have days off and he invited me to come to a cottage with a couple of friends. Little did I know that I was the only girl who went. I felt the pressure to impress him, and the only way I knew how to do that when I was 16 years old was to interest him sexually. When it was about to happen, I said I didn’t want it anymore. He said he already had the condom on, so that it wasn’t fair to him. After it happened, he laughed at me and left the room. I had to sleep there that night because I had no where else to go. The next morning we all drove back to camp and he made me hug him before I left. I’m writing this for all the other young women out there who feel the pressure to engage in sexual activities with someone in order to get their attention,” (We Shatter Silence Story from Toronto, ON).80

Social pressure for women to engage in sex leads to coercive situations, in which men feel that they are entitled to sex, and women are expected to provide men with access to their bodies. This is one of the many dangerous outcomes of women’s internalization of sexual inequality.

Social sexual coercion complicates discussions of sexual assault in that consent may be stated even when sex is not wanted. Sexual assault prevention training reinforces that a verbal yes is the only way to consent to sex.81 However, women may say yes to sex, and hand over access to their bodies even though they are not interested in sex. In a qualitative study on

women’s negotiations of oral and anal sex, one woman revealed that she felt obligated to participate in unwanted sexual behaviors to please men that she was with:

“When I was younger I was more about pleasing the other person so even though I never really wanted anal, when the guy showed that he wanted it, I just said ‘Okay.’ I never really liked it and felt a little painful and then just very uncomfortable. But that’s just what you do for guys you’re with,” (36 years of age, white, heterosexual woman).82

In this quote, the woman expresses that her pain and discomfort are insignificant compared to a man’s enjoyment. Women put up with discomfort and pain to be “good” sexual partners. Therefore, “The assumption that consent is given freely and willingly” in sexual engagements ignores the pressure for women to have sex to meet societal expectations of women in intimate relationships and to avoid negative consequences from refusal.83 This complicates how society understands consent.84 Women have difficulty saying no to sex, not because of individual passiveness, but to avoid cultural repercussions. And so, we do not know how often women genuinely consent to sex and have full agency over their sexual engagements.

However, by engaging in unwanted sexual acts, women are reaffirming to men that their bodies can be conquered for men’s sexual pleasure. Internalization of sexual inequality leads women to behave in accordance with the principle that women should prioritize men’s sexual desires over their own desires and comfort. Social sexual coercion is a detrimental consequence

of women’s internalization of sexual inequality. Societal pressure for women to engage in sex perpetuates sexual inequality in that men experience women as desiring sex more often than they do, reaffirming the message from pornography that women are hypersexual beings.

Women are not to blame for the internalization of sexual inequality. Gendered socialization through pop culture and pornography promotes the objectification of women and devaluation of women’s pleasure. Resultantly, women encounter issues including the stigma against women’s vulvas and social sexual coercion that cause women further harm and maintain sexual inequality.

We need sexual equity.

Sexual inequality is a severe problem. However, due to the private nature of sex, sexual inequality is often presented as an issue of personal choices rather than as a community problem. Creating a standard for sexual equity is a precarious process because some people do not need or desire the same sexual attention or activities as others. Diagnosing individuals with unhealthy sex lives poses the danger of falsely sexualizing all women into one universal group that highly values sex, despite the many different outlooks of women due to race, sexuality, disability status, and lived experience. For instance, some asexual women may be happy to sexually provide for male partners without desiring reciprocity; some women have kinks (less common sexual preferences) that involve abstaining from orgasm or opting into sexual subordination;\(^85\) and many HS women simply desire sex less frequently than their male partners.\(^86\) There are instances where reciprocity of sexual pleasure is not needed.

---

However, there’s a universality of sexual inequality as seen through the focus on vaginal intercourse in the HS sex script, the limited colloquial definition of sex, the pleasure gap, and the comparatively low frequency of cunnilingus which ultimately combine to objectify women’s bodies as sources of pleasure for men. Women and Gender Studies professor, Breanne Fahs, explains that individual differences do not falsify the universality of sexual inequality. She writes that:

“...the absence of reciprocity is not itself problematic. Some people may not inherently enjoy giving or receiving oral sex, and some may even want their partners to make sexual decisions; still, women’s narratives about reciprocity as combined with the other themes around sexual coercion, performance, and entitlement reveal that sexual negotiation is immensely complicated and laced with cultural ‘baggage’ around women’s ability to have voice or express their needs.”

Sexual inequality extends beyond personal relationship problems. There is a widespread cultural devaluation of women’s sexual pleasure and this coincides with men’s sexual entitlement.

Equitable sex needs to be a priority in individual HS relationships. Sexual inequality limits women’s agency, and it harms men too by imposing rigid standards of toxic masculinity. In the HS sex script, men are expected to lack emotions, to be dominant over women, and to be phallus centered. Men’s social worth is based on their ability to have sex with many women.

---


By practicing sexual equity, men will not have to conform to one hyper-masculine type of man, and may instead have more emotionally fulfilling lives, for the betterment of society.\textsuperscript{90} Also, when women are having more pleasurable sex, their passion is greater, and men have more pleasurable sex in return.\textsuperscript{91} There is no loser in the battle for sexual equity, but right now there is hardly a battle at all. We need to practice equitable sex.

Equitable sex must target the specific failings of sexual inequality by prioritizing equal pleasure for each person. Equitable sex requires the equal value of women’s and men’s genitals, specifically the erogenous equivalents, the clitoris, and the penis.\textsuperscript{92} This will minimize the pleasure gap because clitoral stimulation is correlated with women’s orgasms.\textsuperscript{93} Equal prioritization of pleasure humanizes women in that sexual experiences become mutually enjoyable rather than one-sided. Sexual health author Laurie Mintz notes that female same-sex couples have more orgasms because of the focus on clitoral stimulation,\textsuperscript{94} Female same-sex sexual equality suggests that equal prioritization of pleasure will be effective in HS sex as well.\textsuperscript{95}

Sexual inequality is largely about the pressure for women to have sex or engage in specific sexual acts when they do not find any pleasure in the act. Women are the primary givers in HS sex. This needs to change. Women should be encouraged to only act as sexual givers when

they have an enthusiastic interest in the sexual act. In recognizing the societal pressure for
women to have sex when they are not interested, equitable sex requires enthusiastic consent to be
encouraged and sought out during each moment of the sexual experience.96

Women should be less pressured into giving, and it is equally important that men are
more sexual giving to their female partners. This aspect of equitable sex is linked to equal
prioritization of men’s and women’s genitals. In the words of Steven Seidman, social theorist
and author, equitable sex is “consensual, reciprocal in its pleasures, caring, and [involves] mutual
respect and responsibility.”97 The characteristic of women as givers can be a positive value, but
giving should be a responsibility for men as well, so that each person can give and receive
pleasure and foster intimacy.

HS couples have the most egregious sexual inequalities, but as aforementioned, male
same-sex couples also take on roles where one partner is the primary receiver of pleasure, and
the other is the primary giver of pleasure. Couples of all sexualities should strive to practice
sexual equity through equal prioritization of each partner’s pleasure. Any skewed dynamics of
pleasure are harmful to relationships and deny the full value of each partner.

Our society needs equitable sex. But there are social pressures to abide by the HS sex
script.98 There are benefits of security and intimacy when people conform to sexist dynamics in

96 Fahs, Breanne, and Eric Swank. “Reciprocity, Partner Pressure, and Emotional Labor: Women Discuss
020-09766-w.

97 Seidman, Steven. “Constructing Sex as a Domain of Pleasure and Self-Expression: Sexual Ideology in the

98 Gul, Pelin, and Tom R. Kupfer. “Benevolent Sexism and Mate Preferences: Why Do Women Prefer Benevolent
Men Despite Recognizing That They Can Be Undermining?” *Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin* 45, no. 1
interpersonal settings, and there are risks to demanding equality in these intimate contexts. In order to offset the motivations to engage in sexual inequality, I offer the techniques of honest communication, masturbation, and political self-love.

There is a frequent misconception that you should not have to say what you want in a relationship. However this is irrational. Each person, and especially each woman, has unique sexual preferences and even for one person, those preferences differ from experience to experience. The only way to know what a person truly finds pleasurable is to create safe opportunities for the person to honestly communicate their feelings. To create opportunities for honest self-expression, HS men need to pay extra attention to women’s social cues that indicate pleasure or discomfort, and HS women need to stop faking pleasure to please male partners because it just reinforces activities that are not pleasurable.

Communication is necessary to invest in the unique experience of each partner. Each person has different and varying emotional and sexual needs. Investing in an individual’s unique experience means trying new sexual acts, positions, and settings, to tailor the experience to that specific individual. Research on college students’ sex shows that women who try different sex positions, prioritize reciprocity in pleasure, and make conscious decisions about the timing of

---

sexual acts within a sexual experience receive more cunnilingus and have more pleasurable sexual experiences.\textsuperscript{106} Sexual health author Laurie Mintz reveals that there is “an array of easily attainable, yet very powerful, skills and attitudes” that can make women’s orgasms as reliable and frequent as men’s.\textsuperscript{107}

Communication only goes so far if you do not know what feels good for you. Thus, women need to be encouraged to understand and gain confidence in their bodies. This means discovering your individual preferences through masturbation.

Masturbation is highly useful to learn what you specifically find pleasurable, and in what contexts you can find pleasure. Many women simply do not know what feels good for them.\textsuperscript{108} For women to gain a sense of entitlement about sexual pleasure, they need to understand their own sexual responses.\textsuperscript{109} Masturbation is a private setting without direct social pressures, in which a person can discover their own body. Masturbation can elevate sexual experiences through an understanding of your own pleasure, and it does not need to be done alone. Self-stimulation is associated with orgasms for women in sex with a partner.\textsuperscript{110} Women’s confidence in masturbation will therefore decrease the pleasure gap and improve sexual equality.

Finally, women need to take on the task of political self-love. Women are taught that vulvas are gross and disgusting, however, men view women’s vulvas more positively than

women do.\textsuperscript{111} There is a visualization gap for women and men on women’s vulvas because while vulvas are invisible in media, HS men can see women’s vulvas through sexual acts like cunnilingus much more closely than women can see their own vulvas. Men’s neutrality towards women’s vulvas shows that the stigma against women’s vulvas is irrationally founded and that women can learn to love their vulvas. Sex is more pleasurable when there is confidence in your own body and comfort with your partner experiencing your body.\textsuperscript{112} I have always struggled with loving my vulva, but there was a turning point for me when I realized that my disgust for my vulva was rooted in society’s shaming of women’s genitals in general. I realized that as a feminist, I had to uplift my view of myself, to uplift my tainted view of all women. How could I expect society to achieve sexual equity when I was stuck in society’s construction of women as less worthy of sexual pleasure? And so, I urge us all to take on the task of practicing sexual equity in your own relationships.

\textbf{Sex Education on Sexual Equity}

Achieving sexual equality requires each person to intentionally treat genders equitably. Therefore, the United States needs to spark a cultural shift. To do this, we need comprehensive sex education to inform youth of the problem, and to provide next generations with the skills to foster equitable sex. There is a lack of policy on sexual health beyond the prevention of disease. We live in a society that prioritizes the body rather than the person whom the body belongs to.\textsuperscript{113}

\begin{footnotesize}
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and this is exacerbated for sexual health. Sex education curriculum should include and expand on the popular topics of anatomy, contraception and diseases, and introduce sexual diversity, sex positivity, and communication as fundamental aspects of sexual health.

Sex positivity does not mean that the dangers of sex are hidden from students. Proper lessons on the dangers of sex inform students about the risks of sexual engagements and evaluate alternatives. Sex-positive education includes teaching adolescents the benefits of sex, like the benefits to physical and mental health. Sex education must teach sex as a spectrum of many different types of pleasure, including manual, oral, anal, and vaginal sex, following the feminist definition of sex. Discussions of sexuality should also include masturbation as a valid type of sex.

Adolescents need to learn how to advocate for their own sexual enjoyment. Learning how to communicate about sex is a fundamental yet missing aspect of sex education. Healthy

---

communication results in safe, consensual, pleasurable sex. Additionally, sex education gets people talking about sex and makes interpersonal communication about sex more natural.

Though there is major opposition to comprehensive sex education in the United States, seen through the support for Abstinence-Only Until Marriage programs, depoliticization of sex education is necessary to promote women’s sexual equality. Not only is it necessary, but it is possible. Sweden teaches comprehensive sex education programs and in the United States, San Francisco Unified School District and the state of Vermont teach comprehensive sex education. The California Healthy Youth Act is pushing the state of California in the right direction as well.

Individuals play a crucial role in dismantling sexual inequality. With more people practicing sexual equity, the HS sex script will slowly shift into one that includes and eventually values women’s pleasure. However, the best way to encourage sexual equity is through education on the matter. Thus, the federal government must act with us to create the widespread cultural transformation we need.

Conclusion

---


Sexual inequality is marked by the HS sex script, the limited colloquial definition of sex and the pleasure gap, and the comparatively low frequency of cunnilingus. Collectively these factors combine to show a cultural devaluation of women’s sexual pleasure that coincides with men’s sexual entitlement. Prioritization of men’s sexual pleasure is ultimately objectification of women’s bodies, in that men gain pleasure from access to women’s bodies that is not met with affectional reciprocal pleasure. Sexual inequality pervades women’s lives in a multitude of contexts, including women’s internalization of the stigma against vulvas and social sexual coercion. These consequences ultimately perpetuate sexual inequality. We can evade sexual inequality by committing to sexual equity in our individual relationships through equal prioritization of each person’s pleasure. Though societal pressures deter individuals from practicing sexual equity, honest communication, masturbation, and political self-love can promote the feasibility of sexual equity. To encourage sexual equity, the federal government must step in to educate adolescents on comprehensive sex education, that teaches sexual diversity, sex positivity, and communication. Only then can we achieve sexual equality.

Limitations & Directions for Further Research

This paper specifically examines HS sexual inequality in urban U.S. settings in the 21st century. Data on this topic primarily examines young, white, straight cis-women. Sociological research should intentionally expand the data on queer sexual inequality by asking questions like 1) how does same-sex sex compare to HS sex in terms of sexual equity? and 2) how do asexual people manage pleasure dynamics within romantic relationships? Sociological research should also examine sexual pleasure across cultures by asking: 1) how does culture play into sexual inequality in cultures where vaginal intercourse is considered sacred? 2) how does female
genital mutilation impact how women negotiate sexual equity? and 3) Since other cultures, specifically in South Africa and other African countries, have historically valued women’s sexual pleasure, what lessons can the United States apply from these cultures? How has colonialism shaped sexual equity in these cultures over time? In addition to expanding the scope of the data, there are more questions on sexual inequality to be examined in any context. Research should examine how do men react to women who demand sexual equity in their sexual experiences? and how does sexual inequality differ across age groups? Answering these questions would lead to a more holistic understanding of sexual inequality. By investigating these gaps in current data, more people can be alleviated from sexual inequality and gain autonomy over their full sexual selves.